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We have searched for events with new-particle topologies in 390 hadronic Z decays with the Mark II 
detector at the SLAC Linear Collider. We place 95%-confidence-level lower limits of 40.7 GeV /c 2 for 
the top-quark mass, 42.0 GeV/c 2 for the mass of a fourth-generation charge - t quark, and 41.3 
GeV /c 2 for the mass of an unstable Dirac neutral lepton. 
PACS numbers: 13.38.+c, 12.15.Ff, 14.60.Gh, 14.80.Dq 
widths given by the standard model. We have searched for new quarks and leptons in Z-
boson decay using data from the Mark II detector at the 
SLAC e + e - Linear Collider (SLC) operating in the 
e + e- center-of-mass energy (E c.m) range from 89.2 to 
93.0 GeV. The standard model predicts the existence of 
the top quark and does not exclude the possibility of new 
generations of fermions. The existence and masses of 
these possible new particles may provide information to 
help understand the pattern of fermion masses and the 
presence of generations. 
We specifically search for top (t) quarks, fourth-
generation charge - t (b') quarks, and unstable neutral 
Dirac leptons (L 0 ); the small production rate of heavy 
sequential charged leptons on the Z-boson resonance 
prevents us from searching for sequential charged lep-
tons at this time. We assume pair production of the new 
particles through Z decay with couplings and decay 
One expects t quarks to decay via the virtual- W (W*) 
charged-current (CC) process t- bW*. Naively, one 
also expects the b' quark to decay via the CC process 
b'- cW* if the mass of the b' quark is less than the 
mass of the t quark (Mb' < M 1 ) •• Assuming that a new 
quark decays 100% via the CC mode, the UAl Colla-
boration 1 has excluded top quarks with masses less than 
44 GeV /c 2 and b' quarks with masses less than 32 
GeV/c 2• With the same assumption, the CDF Colla-
boration 2 has excluded top quarks with masses between 
40 and 77 GeV/c 2. 
A b' quark may not decay 100% of the time via the 
CC decay because of increased suppression of transitions 
which cross two generations. 3 Consequently, the flavor-
changing neutral-current (FCNC) loop decays 4 of 
b'- b+gluon and b'- by must also be considered. 
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Furthermore, in extensions of the standard model with 
two Higgs doublets, t and b' can decay into charged 
Higgs particles (H+) by t-H+b or b'-H-c if 
MH± < Mt.Mb'· This two-body decay mode would dom-
inate over the CC decay. Independent of decay mode, a 
b' quark has been excluded for masses less than 25.6 
Ge V /c 2 by the VENUS Collaboration 5 at the KEK 
e + e - storage ring TRISTAN. 
We restrict our L 0 search to a sequential fourth-
generation Dirac neutral lepton. We assume that MLo 
< ML- in the new lepton doublet (L 0,L- ), and that the 
weak eigenstates v; and mass eigenstates LP of the four 
generations of neutrinos are mixed in analogy with the 
quark sector: 
4 
v;== L UuLP. 
;-t 
The possible decay modes of the L 0 are then L 0-1 
+ W* (I =e ,Jl, d. Dirac neutral leptons which decay 
viaL o_. e- + W* or L o_. Jl- + W* have been exclud-
ed for masses less than 27 Ge V /c 2 by the AMY Colla-
boration.6 
We have investigated three types of event topologies. 
Type I is an event with an isolated charged track. The 
semileptonic decays of t and b' or the decays of L 0 will 
produce isolated leptons. To keep detection efficiencies 
high, lepton identification is not used. The type-2 topolo-
gy is an event with an isolated photon. The decay 
b'- br motivates the search for this topology. Type 3 is 
the topology produced by a pair of heavy objects each 
decaying hadronically into two or more jets. Massive 
particles decaying into jets tend to produce spherical 
events which can be characterized by large momentum 
sums out of the event plane. The decay b'-+ b + gluon, t 
decaying through H + b, with the H + decaying 100% 
hadronically, and the CC hadronic decays oft and b' are 
examples. 
Details of the Mark II detector can be found else-
where. 7 A cylindrical drift chamber in a 4.75-kG axial 
magnetic field measures charged-particle momenta. 
Photons are detected in electromagnetic calorimeters 
covering the angular region I coslJ I < 0.96, where lJ is 
the angle with respect to the beam axis. Barrel lead-
liquid-argon sampling calorimeters cover the central re-
gion I coslJ I < 0. 72 and the remaining solid angle is 
covered by end-cap lead-proportional-tube calorimeters. 
The detector is triggered by two or more charged tracks 
within I cos9l < 0. 76 or by neutral-energy requirements 
of a single shower depositing at least 3.3 GeV in the bar-
rel calorimeter or 2.2 GeV in an end-cap calorimeter. 
This combination results in an estimated trigger 
efficiency of greater than 99% for hadronic Z decays. 
All three types of event topologies share the following 
event-selection criteria: Charged tracks are required to 
project into a cylindrical volume of radius 1 em and half-
length of 3 em around the nominal collision point paral-
lel to the beam axis, to be within the angular region 
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I coslJ I < 0.85, and to have to transverse momenta with 
respect to the beam axis of at least 150 MeV/c. An elec-
tromagnetic shower is required to have shower energy 
greater than 1 GeV and I coslJ I < 0.68 for the central 
calorimeter and 0.68 < I coslJ I < 0.95 for the end-cap 
calorimeter. All events are required to contain at least 
six charged tracks and the sum of charged-particle ener-
gy and shower energy (E vis) must be greater than 
O.IEc.m.· To ensure that the events are well contained 
within the detector, the polar angle of the thrust axis 
(9thr) of each event must satisfy the condition I cos91hr I 
<0.8. 
The expected number of produced hadronic events be-
fore cuts is normalized to the total number of hadronic 
events (N h) that fulfill the hadronic-event-selection cri-
teria described in a previous Letter. 8 The expected num-
ber of produced exotic events Nx, x =t, b', or L 0, is given 
by 
Nx =Nhrx/(Eqrq +Exrx), 
where rq is the partial width of the Z to u, d, s, c, and b 
(udscb) quarks, Eq =0.953 is the efficiency for udscb 
quarks to pass the hadronic event criteria, r x is the par-
tial width of the Z to the exotic particle in question, and 
Ex is the efficiency for the exotic particle events to pass 
the hadronic event criteria. First-order QCD correc-
tions9 are used when calculating rq and rx. The data 
sample consists of Nh -390 events, corresponding to an 
integrated luminosity of 16.7 ± 0.8 nb -t. 
Type-! events must have event thrust less than 0.9 and 
must contain at least one isolated charged track. An iso-
lated track is one with isolation parameter p; > 1.8, 
where p; is defined as follows: the LUND jet-finding algo-
rithm is applied 10 to the charged and neutral tracks ex-
cluding the candidate track i. We then define 
p1=t:ninH2£1(l-coslJij)] 112}, 
)CIS] 
where E; is the track energy in GeV and lJij is the angle 
10 2 
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FIG. I. Maximum isolation parameter p of all the tracks in 
an event for data (circles, with statistical errors), udscb QCD 
Monte Carlo simulation (solid line), and a 35-GeV /c 2 top 
quark (shaded area, normalized to data). The Monte Carlo 
simulation includes detector and beam background effects. 
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FIG. 2. Expected number of top and b' (decaying 100% via 
CC process) quark events with at least one isolated (p; > 1.8) 
track as a function of the quark mass (solid curves). The 
dashed curves indicate the central value minus the uncertainty 
from statistical and systematic errors. The dotted line is the 
upper bound at 95% C.L. with background subtracted for the 
observed number of events. 
between the track and each jet axis. The distribution of 
p, the maximum value of Pi of all charged tracks in an 
event, is shown in Fig. 1 for our data sample, for a five-
flavor QCD Monte Carlo simulation, 11 and for a 35-
GeV/c2 t quark (CC decay). 
The detection efficiencies (ED) for t, b', and L 0 are 
calculated with the LUND 6.3 parton-shower Monte Carlo 
program with LUND symmetric fragmentation. 11 Uncer-
tainties in detection efficiency (tJ.t:DIED) from Monte 
Carlo statistics ( = 3%), detector simulation and beam 
backgrounds ( = 1%), theoretical uncertainties 12 in 
semileptonic branching ratios ( = 2%), and fragmenta-
tion models are calculated. The last error is estimated 
using different Monte Carlo generators and fragmenta-
tion schemes, 13 and is found to vary strongly with heavy-
quark mass. For masses approaching the beam energy 
the error is negligible, while for masses in the range 
25-30 Ge V /c 2 the error can be as large as 12%. We 
choose to use the value 12% for all quark masses. 
The number of produced events Nx has both a statisti-
cal uncertainty from Nh, and a substantial systematic er-
ror (as large as 25% depending on the exotic particle 
mass) due to uncertainties in higher-order QCD correc-
tions 9 in the calculation of r x if x is a t or b' quark. 
The total error on the expected number of events is 
calculated by summing the individual statistical and 
maximum systematic errors in quadrature. The lower 
solid curve in Fig. 2 shows our best estimate of the ex-
pected number of top events with at least one isolated 
track as a function of the top-quark mass. The dashed 
curve is our best estimate minus the total error and is 
used for setting mass limits. The corresponding curves 
forb'- cW* are also shown. 
There is one event satisfying the type- I event-selection 
criteria in our data sample of 390 hadronic Z decays, 
while 0.9 event (LUND shower with Peterson fragmenta-
tion 13) to 1.8 events (WEBBER 4.1 13) are expected from 
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FIG. 3. 95%-C.L. mass limits for an unstable neutral heavy 
lepton L 0 as a function of mass and mixing-matrix element 
!ULo1 !2 for B(£ 0 -+TW*)-100%, B(L 0 -+eW*)=l00o/o, 
and B(L 0 - JLW*) -100%, as indicated. 
QCD five-flavor processes. To be conservative, back-
ground subtraction is performed using the smallest value 
(0.9 event) expected. Using a standard approach, 14 we 
find the upper limit at 95% C.L. to be 4.2 events for one 
observed event and 0.9 expected background event. 
From the above observation, we conclude that M 1 
> 40.0 GeV/c 2 and Mh' > 44.7 GeV/c 2 at the 95% 
confidence level if t and b' decay 100% via the CC pro-
cess. 
Limits on L 0 production are sensitive to the mixing 
parameter ULo1• For small enough values of the sum 
L I ULo1 l2 for I ==e,p,-r, the lifetime 15 of the L 0 will be 
sufficiently long that it will decay outside our fiducial 
vertex region. Such decays may produce spectacular sig-
natures, but they are not the subject of this Letter. We 
therefore obtain the L 0 mass limits shown in Fig. 3. 
For the type-2 event topology we require that the 
event thrust not exceed 0.9 and that there be at least one 
isolated photon. An isolated photon is defined as a neu-
tral shower with Pi > 3.0, where Pi is defined as for a 
charged track. A larger p cut is required because the 
calorimeters cannot resolve closely spaced n°'s as well as 
the drift chamber can resolve closely spaced charged 
pions. 
No events were found satisfying the type-2 event-
selection criteria. From this observation, we obtain 
Mh·> 45.4 GeV/c 2 (95% C.L.) if B(b'- by)> 25%. 
The type-3 even topology requires Mout > 18 GeV/c 2, 
where 
M = E c.m. _!_ ~ 1 out 1 
out- E "-" PT · 
vis C 
py.ut is the momentum component of a charged track or 
neutral shower out of the event plane defined by the 
sphericity tensor, and the sum is over all charged tracks 
and neutral showers. The distribution of M out is shown 
in Fig. 4 for the data sample, for a five-flavor QCD 
Monte Carlo simulation, and for the process b'- cH-
-+ ccs for a 35-GeV/c 2 b'. 
Six events are observed in the data with M out> 18 
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FIG. 4. Mass out of the event plane Mout for data (circles, 
with statistical errors), udscb QCD Monte Carlo simulation 
(solid line), and for a 35-GeV /c 2 b' quark decaying into cH-
(shaded area), with MH--25 GeV/c 2 and the H- decaying 
100% into cs. 
GeV/c 2, while 4.8 events (LUND matrix element 13) to 
11.7 events (WEBBER 4.1 13 ) are expected from QCD 
five-flavor processes. The tail of the QCD M out distribu-
tion is very model dependent because of the different 
ways in which multiple-hard-gluon radiation is han-
dled. 13 To be conservative, background subtraction is 
performed using the smallest value (4.8 events) expect-
ed. We find the upper limit 14 at 95% C.L. to be 7.4 
events for 6 observed events and 4.8 expected back-
ground events. 
The above observation allows us to set the following 
limits. If t and b' decay 100% via the CC process, 
M 1 >40.7 GeV/c 2 and Mb·>44.2 Gev/c 2 at 95% C.L. 
Note that these limits are more sensitive to the hadronic 
decays oft and b', while the type-1 event limits are sensi-
tive to the semileptonic decays. If b' decays 100% into 
b+gluon, then Mb·>42.7 GeV/c 2 at 95% C.L. If t and 
b' decay 100% through a charged Higgs boson of mass 
> 25 GeV/c 2, which in turn decays 100% hadronically 
into cs, then M, > 42.5 GeV/c 2 and Mb' > 45.2 GeV/c 2 
at 95% C.L. The case of the H- decaying partially into 
rv is found to weaken the above limits, but if 
B(H-- rv) < 70% both limits remain over 40 GeV/c 2. 
The various mass limits obtained with the three event 
topologies are summarized in Table I. Finally, the anal-
yses of the three event topologies can be combined to 
give mass limits on b' as a function of branching ratio 
into the CC process, assuming that the remaining decays 
are only through the FCNC decays b+gluon and by (we 
assume a Higgs particle is not kinematically accessible). 
Detection efficiences are found for the possible combina-
tions of the above decays, and combined to give the re-
sult that Mb·>42.0 GeV/c 2 (95% C.L.) for all possible 
values of the branching ratio into the CC process and all 
possible mixtures of b+gluon and by in the FCNC part. 
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TABLE I. Summary of the mass limits set by searching for 
the three event topologies described in the text. For t-+ bH + 
and b'-cH- limits, MH±?::.25 GeV/c 2• The L 0 limits are 
for decays with vertices within the described cylindrical fidu-
cial region (i.e., decay length less than = 1 em). 
Mass limit 
Decay products (95% C.L.) 
Particle (B 100%) Topology (GeV/c 2) 
Top bW* Isolated track 40.0 
bW* Mout 40.7 
bH+ Mout 42.5 
b' cW* Isolated track 44.7 
cW* Mout 44.2 
cH- Mout 45.2 
b +gluon Mout 42.7 
by, 8?::.25% Isolated photon 45.4 
eW* Isolated track 43.7 
J.IW* Isolated track 44.0 
rW* Isolated track 41.3 
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